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TOY STORY
k-k-kir (out of four stars)
When I agreed to take my eightyearold nephew to see the new movie

"Toy Story," I didn't have a clue what
I was in for. Only one word could
describe the film: awesome, incredible,
amazing, superb, killer ahd really,
really cool. Take your pick. From
start to finish, I couldn't take my eyes \<
offof the big screen. To tell you the
truth, I may have gotten more

enjoyment out of the movie than my
nephew did.

The basic idea is that toys come to
life when humans are not around, and
return to their "toy-state" when people
return. Even though they have feelings,
they realize they are there for when
people want to play with them.

Toy Story centers around the toys
belonging to a young boy named Andy. LJg
"SheriffWoody" (voice by Tom Hanks)
is the boy's all-time favorite, and the
leader of the toys. "Buzz Lightyear"
(voice by Tim Allen) is Andy's new toy,
and a threat to becoming his favorite. BP
Among the other toys are "Slinky Dog"
(voice by Jim Varney), "Bo Peep" (voice
hv Annip Potts), and "Mr. Potato Head" IMM
(voice by Don Rickles). Mr. Potato
Head is absolutely hilarious and will
have you rolling throughout the film.

First of all, Andy's family is moving, n

and the toys want to make sure no
one is left behind. It is also the boy's
birthday, a time when the toys fear
being replaced. Woody is very fearful

^
oflosing his spot on the bed with Andy,
especially after meeting Buzz Lightyear,
who is a space ranger. All ofthe toys W<x
are impressed with the new guy and lenf
accept him into the group. At the same
time, however, they sense Woody's n

jealousy.
Buzz is later "accidentally" knocked 1

out ofthe window. Taking the blame,
and sensing the anger of the toys, *° 8

Woody decides he must rescue Buzz
to help prove it was only an accident. v1*8
Upon finding each other, the two must
find their way back to Andy's house 0011

before he moves.
anc

Throughout the film, Woody tries Pro
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"Toy Story" is the movie industry's "Toy Story"
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FATHER OF THE BRIDE PART II
There's something mildly iror

for "Father ofthe Bride Part IT
unexpected." Because ifyou've a

there's not much that Will come
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predictability, there are som
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Steve Martin.
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